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ESO Workshop on Populations in the Magellanic Clouds
The second ESO workshop took place in Geneva, at the ESO Scientific-Technical Centre fram April27 to 29,
1977. Over fifteen groups working in this field in Europe were represented at this workshop. About thirty-five
invited scientists from all ESO countries, as weil as England, South Africa and Canada, discussed and compared their recent activities, results and future plans.
Aseries of review talks took plaee on the fi rst day; they
dealt with the stellar po pu lations of the Clouds (photometrie and speetroseopie analysis), the variable stars, the
radio properties of theClouds and the Magellanie Clouds
as members of the Loeal Group.
The various groups then presented their aetivities on the
seeond day. Details were given of the work on the ehemieal
eomposition of the interstellar matter and supergiant stars
whieh have allowed an analysis of the heavy-element underabundanee in terms of the proportion of matter in the
form of interstellar gas. An estimate of the supernova rate
was given together with so me new supernova remnant
eandidates. Preliminary results on UV observations allowed a rough determination of the reddening law in the
Clouds. The strueture of the Clouds appeared sti 11 to be
eontroversial, in partieular for the Large Cloud. More work
should be devoted to determine the mass eentre of different stellar po pu lations and to eompare the rotation eurves
for the stars and the gas. Photometrie and speetroseopie
results for different stellar populations were also presented, and the diffieulty of finding elear eriteria for
speetral elassifieations was emphasized.
A subsequent general diseussion showed the importanee of the Clouds for our understanding of galaetie evolution. It dealt with the rate of star formation in the Clouds
and their evolution eompared to that of our Galaxy. Further
UV observations are neeessary to solve the problem of the
nature of the grains in the Clouds. IR observations were
proposed to determine an evolutionary sequenee of nova
shells, and to eheek the assumption of the formation of
grains in these shells. Simultaneous optieal and X-ray observations, onee HEAO B is flying, will be very valuable
for the study of supernova remnants and X-ray stellar
Sourees.
J. Bergeron, ESO-Geneva

ANNOUNCEMENT
A eonferenee is being planned at the European
Southern Observatory on the topie:

Optical Telescopes of the Future
It is expeeted that this eonferenee will take plaee in Geneva, 12-16 Deeember, 1977. Topies will inelude: large
dishes, eoherent and ineoherent arrays, intensity and
speekle interferometry, multi-mirror teleseopes, spaee
teleseopes, IR heterodyne interferometry, live opties
and related aspeets of deteetors and radio arrays.
Information on this eonferenee should beeome available during this summer.

PROFILE OF A VISITOR'S PROGRAMME:

A Galactic Window
at I = 311
0

There are reasons to believe that several nearby galaxies (possibly even members of the Local Group)
still hide behind the absorbing layers of the galactic
plane. Last month, a new, local dwarfelliptical ga/axy
was discovered in the constellation Carina by a
group of astronomers at the Edinburgh Observatory
and a thorough investigation of another, the so-

